-INTRODUCTION
A unique feature of the scanning tunneling microscope(STM)/l/ is that the microscope can be operated even in air or liquid and can depict a specimen surface with atomic resolution/2/.
In such operation the tunneling current inevitably passes through a thin adsorbed and/or corroded layer on both the specimen and tip surfaces. Then the depicted STM image may not be an accurate replica of the true surface structure because the tunneling characteristics between clean surfaces in vacuum are normally quite different from those between contaminated surfaces. Thus, the obtained STM images ought to be revised by utilizing the available data on the variation of tunneling characteristics due to adsorption and corrosion. One attempt to reduce the effect of contamination of a tip surface is to employ a Pt-Ir alloy tip /2,3/.
Although Pt and Ir are noble metals, it has been known that the tip surfaces are not adsorption-free and the specimen surface remains contaminated. Consequently, STM images still require revision.
Morikawa et al. reported that the clean apex area of a W tip was corroded even in air and distilled water and corrosion occasionally resulted in the formation of a tip apex sharper than that before corrpsion/4,5/. This unexpected result suggests that the' clean apex of a Pt-Ir.tip may also be corroded by exposure to air and immersion in distilled water, thus, sharpening the apex. While resharpening of the tip apex is favorable for an STM tip, corrosion of the apex is undesirable in order to accurately depict a surface topograph. Thus, in this study the features of the presumed apex corrosion were explored by examining the variation of W and Pt-Ir tip profiles and field emission characteristics by adsorption and corrosion with a field emission microscope(FEM)/G/ and a field ion microscope(FIM)/7/ and by mass analyzing the adsorbed and corroded layers with the atom-probe(A-P)/8,9/.
-RESULTS
The A-P with a Poschenrieder energy compensator/9/ was operated as both an FEM-and an FIM. Vacuum in the A-P chamber is better than 2 X lo-" Torr and the specimen Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1988610 tip is cooled down to below 50 K with a cryogenic pump. Specimen tips were prepared by electrochemically etching a W wire with KOH+NH40H solution and o Pt-10 at.% Ir wire with molten NaNO3+NaCl solution applying 3-4 VAC. ions were detected while A-P mass analyzing the contaminated layer. The number of detected oxide ions indicates that the coverage of contaminants is less than a monolayer. The ~~naging voltage for field emission was lowered with the removal of the contaminated layer. Then the tip was removed from the vacuum chamber and immersed in distilled water. Although the imaging voltage was increased by the immersion, the tip apex was protruding, exhibiting a bright small apex area. A Pt-Ir tip heated in the A-P chamber, Fig. 2(a) , was exposed to air for 10 hrs, Fig. 2(b) . The tip apex was heavily contaminated but no protruding area was seen. Few odd ions were detected with the A-P mass analysis of the contaminated layer and were assigned as PtC"' and PtC02+ from their masses, Fig. 3 . The small numbers of these cluster ions indicate that the coverage of the contaminants is a fraction of a monolayer. Immersion of the tip into distilled water for 1 min resulted in the formation of a protruding sharpened tip apex and the reduction of the,tip voltage for field emission from -900 V to -500 V, Fig. 4(b) . The field evaporation of a few atomic layers at the protruding apex recover the original profile of the tip a#ex as shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d) . A few odd ions detected from the protruding apex are assigned as oxide ions such as PtOi, Pt03+ and PtOs2+. No cluster,ions containing a carbon atom was found. In order to correlate the composition of the contaminants and the apex protrusion, exposure to air and immersion into water were repeated. However, the number of experiments is not large enough to firmly state the effect of carbon and oxygen in the contaminated layer at this moment. Mass to chage ratio (m/n) Fig. 5 -Mass spectrum of the ions detected while field evaporating the protruding apex of Fig. 4 (b) .
-CONCLUSIONS
Sharpening mechanism of W tips by exposure to air and immersion into water has been explained as the result of corrosion of a highly reactive field evaporated clean surface/4,5/. The present study has demonstrated that even Pt-Ir tips are corroded by air and water and are occasionally resharpened, exhibiting a sharply protruding tip apex. The observed tip sharpening is highly desirable for a scanning tip of the STM because it has been presumed that an ideal scanning tip has a single atom at its apex. However, the effort to fabricate such a sharp tip has been rather neglected because many atomically sharp images are depicted with relatively dull-tips. This may suggest that the scanning tip apexes are often cleaned by scratching a specimen surface and the cleaned apexes are corroded and sharpened in air and water forming a single atom apex. Presently, the mechanism and condition of apex sharpening is not clear. Thus, the present study will be extended to clarify the condition of tip sharpening and the correlation between the cornposition of the covering contaminants and the degree of sharpening and to develop a new imaging technique that fully utilizes the observed sharpening of the apex.
